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PM Essence
Dear Readers,

Its February and so we thought why don’t we show some love to our
favourite profession – Project Management.

So, for the love of Project Management,

We love how varied and yet constant this profession is.

Variety comes with every project, every client, every industry, every constraint.

Stability comes with how every variance can be managed with organizing & structuring

better.

A defined formula from charter to closure just that it needs constant focus,

monitoring and adjustments.

We love how seamlessly it becomes a virtue of life to “project manage” our life

projects, learn to prioritize, learn from lessons, work around time, budget, and

resources.

You start to look at every outcome through the eyes of a Project Manager – A plate

of food at a restaurant to a Mission to Mars.

A start, an end and the everything in between.

For the love of Project Management.

This February edition covers two guest articles and interestingly both
are insightful observations about the elephant in every room – the
pandemic world!

DRIP PM which draws on some wonderful observations in Pandemic
world and relates to something you & I face daily, the jargon maze.

Virtual vs Reality in Covid era of teaching – The view of a chalk & duster
teacher who spent 32 years in physical classrooms but found herself on
zoom calls as the pandemic hit.

Along with these are the regular features of the newsletter viz., PM
Capture, PM Cartoon, PM Quiz, Chapter News and Membership Corner.

We had great fun in bringing out this edition of our newsletter and we
look forward to connecting back in our March 2022 edition.

Happy Reading!
Kind Regards,
Team Essence

Editorial Content Credit: Indupriya Sasidharan
For feedback – avpmarcom1@pmibangalore.org

Editor’s Note – February 2022
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PM Essence

“The mission of PM Essence is to facilitate the exchange of information 
among professionals in the field of project and program management, 
provide them with practical tools and techniques, and serve as a forum 
for discussion of emerging trends and issues in project management. 
PM Essence is YOUR Newsletter and the Bangalore Chapter welcomes 
story ideas and/or suggestions to make it better. More information 
can be found on the Chapter’s website”.

Disclaimer: All articles in PM Essence are the views of the authors and not necessarily those of PMI or PMI Bangalore India Chapter. Unless otherwise specified, 
it is assumed that the senders have done due diligence in getting necessary copyright and official clearance in respect of all letters and articles sent to PM 
Essence for publication. PMI Bangalore India Chapter is not responsible for loss, damage, or any other injury to unsolicited manuscripts or other material.

PM Capture February 2022

“You might be the only one following the social 
distancing norms and that is OK. You are doing 

yourself a favour”

Photo Shot by – Indupriya Sasidharan
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The DRIP PM
GUEST ARTICLE 1

Shashank Burli is a PMP certified Project 
Manager. He is a Mechanical engineer & is 
learning the trade working on heavy 
machinery and industrial equipment. His 
Project management style builds on the 
passion for removing barriers to innovation                     
for individuals and teams. Self- appointed 
owner of the Gross Happiness Index for 
projects!

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

hope you all are having a wonderful new year and are 
healthy, bustling with activity! The new year has brought 
with it a new variant of everything (including wordle, the 

omicron of boggle/scrabble). One of the pleasant new things 
has been a popular show about entrepreneurship ideas in India 
and has added the start-up vocabulary to our multi-
generational living rooms.

Among the start-up pitches, a young entrepreneur referred to 
his apparel/footwear design as “drip”. It was amusing to see 
even the relatively young investors had no clue what it meant. 
This got me thinking about the barriers that exist between 
generations in our organizations as a consequence of 
language. The Project Management vocabulary undoubtedly 
does a great job of getting people thinking in a similar way and 
ensuring they take away the same understanding in a maze of 
communications. Words like “alignment”, “charter’, “deliverable”, 
“sprint” all bring back the necessary focus and seriousness, and 
minimize the time spent on “clarifications”. However, are we 
understanding and evolving for the incoming batch of 
professionals every year, or are they forced to adapt with a 
silent grunt, as their seniors utter these words in even informal 
project communications?

A successful and enjoyable project is usually the one that

I

balances between two approaches: the Tendulkar & the Dravid
let us call it. Or you can call it Federer- Nadal / Brazil-Spain, 
depending on the sport of your liking. There is flamboyance, 
freewheeling creativity, and unending passion on one side, and 
then there is iron will, grit, and perseverance on the other. How 
do we successfully marry the best ideas, that increasingly are 
with the young millennials with the best temperament of 
converting the idea to real value? In theory it is simple, we take 
one of the two swags up a notch to achieve the immediate 
milestone staring at us. For example, if we are in a huddle 
needing breakthrough ideas, we must tone down on the dates 
and milestones, and when launching we should tactfully park 
the brilliant but divergent ideas.

While that sounds easy, in practice this balance happens with 
words; meetings, emails are where the setting, resetting, and 
balancing of expectations constantly takes place. In such a 
scenario the standard lingo helps, but once a certain 
understanding is established, the reappearance of the lingo 
could generate a sense of shackles for creative idea flow. As 
much as language is a medium for effective, precise 
communication, it is also a vehicle for rapport & motivation 
that is very much necessary to get the best ideas on the table. 
Especially for the teams that are assembled and disperse 
frequently on a project, they need to hit that flow quickly!

Shashank Burli | (shashank.ab@gmail.com)
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some other stuff can be kicked off on time?” Trust me, no one 
would know the difference and they may end up liking you 
more😊😊

The last two years have been ‘a drag’ due to largely online 
communications. Here's to more fun and laughter filled dripped 
out projects in 2022!

We all desperately need that! Do share some of your funny 
anecdotes/ faux pas using the PM vocabulary with me on 
twitter @shashankburli. Look forward to hearing from you.

Perhaps we begin by keeping the PM language less technical 
beyond the storming phase? I have received (and pretty sure 
I’ve sent some too) jargon filled emails only to be reminded of 
the quote

“If you can't convince, confuse”. 

Whenever a sentence like “We need to complete X deliverables 
before Friday as it falls on the critical path” comes to mind, I 
try to replace it with “Could you help me conclude this so that

PM Quiz | February 2022

1. An accepted deadline for a project approach. However,
the project manager realizes only 75% percent of the
work has been completed. The project manager then
issues a change request. What should the change request
authorize?

a. Additional resources using the contingency fund
b. Escalation approval to use contingency funding
c. Team overtime to meet schedule
d. Corrective action based on causes

2. The project manager develops a process improvement 
plan to encourage continuous process improvement 
during the life of the project. Which of the following is a 
valid tool or technique to assist the project manager to 
assure the success of the process improvement plan?

a. Change control system
b. Process analysis
c. Benchmarking
d. Configuration management system

3. The project manager meets with the project team to 
review lessons learned from previous projects. In what 
activity is the team involved?

a. Performance management
b. Scope identification
c. Risk identification
d. Project team status meeting

ANSWERS
1.d | 2.b | 3.c

Compiled by Chankit Jain

Image Courtesy: Chankit Jain (inspired by Dilbert comics)
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OVID-19 shook the entire world and in March 2020 
business, entertainment, politics schools and colleges 
were shut down. Life come to a standstill.  In a state of 

confusion, fear, and collapse, confined to our homes the digital 
world took over our lives by storm. It became the only way to 
connect, and every sphere of our life had this lingo or jargon -
“online” “off-line” “download” “upload”” zoom” “Google meet 
“and “webinar.”

Soon the government, educational institutions and parents felt 
that the traditional method of teaching had to give way to the 
virtual mode. Just as everyone was in a tizzy, I with 32 years of 
teaching experience at the undergraduate level was thrown 
into the digital era. Replacing the traditional method of chalk 
and duster with videos and online sessions I now faced a new 
challenge. All my training or self-training to stand before the 
students to be confident, to sway my arms about, smile and 
pat and reach out to them in the classroom had a new shift. It 
was a totally new ball game for me. I was not tech-savvy, and I 
am not ashamed to say that I am still a novice with gadgets. I 
admit that I am a bit too old in the day to learn new tricks. 

C

However, knowing the basics with WhatsApp coming to my 
rescue, I got on to zoom and Google meet. Webinars became a 
part of our lives and as teachers we were expected to attend 
or organize these webinars. These were the platforms I had to 
use to reach out and instruct my students. I was apprehensive 
but soon it became exciting. A bit scared with handling the 
audio and video part I slowly gained confidence to use 
technology. Like me there might have been innumerable 
teachers who might have had to relearn, rethink, and use their 
skills to teach through a different mode. Students too joined in 
full swing for the online classes. It gave me a feeling of victory 
when I admitted the students to class, and I also had that 
wicked pleasure of removing them if I found them guilty of 
inappropriate behaviour!

On a serious note, COVID-19 has thrown many challenges in 
the field of education. Online teaching and learning have 
become the new challenge now. It is considered a better and 
safer method rather than exposing teachers and students in 
the classroom. However, we were not prepared to teach 
through PPTs, PDFs, videos, or posts. This entailed that they 
had to spend a lot of time trying to be innovative, to make 
sessions online interesting. Most of the teachers with limited 
financial support from private schools and colleges had to put 
in a lot of hard work to assimilate details, facts and figures. 
Soon parents became involved, and questions were raised 
about the quality of teachers. Many parents felt that they 
could teach the children at home and demanded a reduction in 
the fee structure as no physical classes were taking place. In a 
rural set up the challenge was even greater. Daily wage 
workers and economically weak had to buy a cell phone and if 
there were more children it meant more cell phones. 
Sometimes the network would be poor, and this meant that no 
learning could take place. Many parents being partially 
educated could not take up the challenge of teaching the

Mrs.  Sangeeta Prabhakar, Associate 
Professor, Kittel Science College, 
Dharwad. She has done her Masters in 
English Literature and an M Phil in 
American Literature specializing on 
Black consciousness. She is also 
involved in social work. She loves 
reading, music travelling and teaching.  

She loves to listen to people who value life, people and from 
whom she can learn the lessons of life.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Virtual vs Reality in this COVID Era of 
teaching

GUEST ARTICLE 2

Mrs. Sangeeta Prabhakar | srobinprabhakar@gmail.com
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children. So also, parents of little children who knew nothing of 
links, apps and portals were left high and dry.

Slowly lethargy set in, and learning became slow and teaching 
monotonous. The teacher could not monitor or care for 
students like in a classroom.

As a teacher and speaking for the teaching community online 
teaching does have its benefits. One is the advantage of being 
safe. Interest can be created through videos that are inspiring, 
stories that motivate and virtual tours into a world of colours
and action. But as I see the virtual world has taken away young 
minds from reality. There is now a disconnect between a 
teacher and a student. PDFs and PPT is fine. It was as a 
teacher that we could influence young and impressionable 
minds who observe us from head to toe. Our body language 
and mannerisms, language skills and our ability to relate to 
each matters in the nurturing of young minds. Writing on the “

board, drawing a diagram and in turn involving the students to 
do the same, will always endear a teacher to a student. In turn 
we build young men and women who can build this nation. It is 
such a wonderful feeling to stand on the dais and be the lord 
of all that one service. And so, a teacher’s smile or an 
encouraging word can transform a class of students. 

Technology can never replace the aura of a teacher standing 
in front of the students, not even the best technology in the 
world. On this note, I would like to end and say that India has 
produced the finest teachers like Dr Radhakrishnan and Dr APJ 
Kalam. 

In the words of Dr APJ Kalam 

if people remember me as a good teacher, 
that will be the biggest honour for me. 

PM Cartoon | February 2022 - Created by Chankit Jain
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Membership Transactions: 
We welcome all new members and thank members who have renewed their membership in January 2022

Members completing their anniversaries in January 2022
There are a total of 154 chapter members who have completed their anniversaries in January 2022. We from 
the chapter would like to thank them all for being with us through thick and thin and support us for these long 
years. Some of the notable long terms (10 years and above) are given below. 

Since Jan 2005

Mrs. Rupa Rao
Mr. Rishin Roy Chowdhury

17
Years Since Jan 2006

Mr. Satish Karnam

16
Years Since Jan 2007

Mr. Jibu Kumar
Mr. Jagadish S

15
Years

Since Jan 2008

Mr. Basu Datta

14
Years Since Jan 2009

Mr. Prasanna Banavara
Ramarao

13
Years Since Jan 2010

Mrs. Geetha Priya Krishnappa
Mr. Vishwatosh Tripathi

12
Years

Since Jan 2012

Mr. Rehman Khan

10
Years

Chapter News | February 2022

PM Footprints webinar was held on 8th 
January 2022.  Topic was "Industrial 
Automation Project Management" Speaker 
was Mr. Rajesh Rathi.  More than 100 
participants attended.
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E&C PM Footprints webinar was held on 8th 
January 2022.  Topic was " Need for 
Integration of people and process for 
effective Project Management " Speaker 
was Ms. Shobha Reghunathan.  More than 
60 participants attended.

PMP Quest Training was successfully 
concluded on 23rd, 24th, 30th & 31st 
January 2022.

Member’s Corner – Subramanyam Krishnamurthy, VP Membership Services, PMI Bangalore India Chapter

PMI Bangalore India Chapter 
#13. Suryastan Apartments, Andree Road, Shanthi Nagar, Bengaluru – 560 027. 

Karnataka, India



Member Benefits

PMI membership includes many free resources that can 
help you power your career and earn valuable PDUs.

• 1000+ tools, templates, and webinars
• 4 virtual events each year
• Discounts up to 30% off live events, online courses, and 

popular books in the PMI Store
• Networking with project managers around the world 

Plus, PMI membership includes free access to these 
digital publications:

• PMBOK® Guide (available in 12 languages)
• 19 digital editions of the PMI Standards
• 57 digital editions of PMI-published books

Happy Learning and earning PDUs!!! Feel free to revert for 
any further clarifications.
https://www.pmi.org/membership

Chapter Events Calendar 

February 2022 intake class dates
19th, 20th, 26th and 27th February 2022

PMP Quest

Next PM Open Space scheduled for 

25 Feb 2022 

PM Open Space Webinar

16th Feb 2022 
Lean Agile Procurement (LAP), Agile 
Contracts, & Disciplined Agile (DA)

17th Feb 2022
Project HEADWAY: Negotiating Your 
Ideal PM Role

Webinars for Feb 2022

2nd April 2022 
The Power of Networking

Speaker: Charu Sabnavis, Executive 
Coach , Diversity Expert , Columnist & 
Author

Early bird offer (Until 6th March 2022):  
Rs.3000/- All inclusive

Regular Price from 7th March 2022:  
Members: Rs.4130/-
Non-Members: Rs.4500/-

PM Enrich
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12th Mar 2022
Project Management for Retail Store 
Rollout

E&C PM Footprints Webinar

12th Mar 2022
Simplify to Amplify: Simple steps for 
complex changes

PM Footprints Webinar
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